COMMISSION AUTHORITY AS TO PRISON INMATE REALLOCATION
At the hearing of November 8, 2021, Senator Walter S. Felag Jr. questioned whether the
Reapportionment Commission has the legal authority to reallocate prison inmates in the
reapportionment plan it will submit to the General Assembly. The answer is no. Proposing a
reapportionment plan to the General Assembly that relies on data that does not come from the U.S.
Census would be contrary to the Reapportionment Commission’s enabling statutory authority.
In its enabling statute, “the purpose and responsibility” of the Reapportionment Commission is to
“draft and to report to the general assembly an act to reapportion the districts of the general
assembly and the state’s United Sates congressional districts … subject to the final 2020 census
data provided by the United States Census Bureau.”1 It does not say to draft reapportionment
legislation subject to the final 2020 census data provided by the United States Census Bureau and
the Department of Corrections. It does not say to draft reapportionment legislation subject to the
final 2020 census data provided by the United States Census Bureau, which may be adjusted, or
modified by the Reapportionment Commission.
In order for the Reapportionment Commission to reallocate prison inmates, it needs data from
some other entity than the United States Census Bureau. Not only is the data regarding the preincarceration address of prison inmates unreliable,2 its use is not permitted by the enabling statute.
While admitting that “the Census Bureau itself counted prisoners at their housed correctional
facility,” the ACLU and its allies cite a statement from the U.S. Census stating it recognizes that
some states reallocate prison inmates, students, and military personnel in redistricting. 3 This is not
significant. In order to reallocate prison inmates, the Reapportionment Commission needs data
the U.S. Census Bureau does not have, and would depart from data the U.S. Census does have.
Also, the enabling statute requires congressional and state legislative districts to only vary in
population by a certain percentage “as determined by the population reported in the federal census
in 2020.”4 It does not say districts can vary in population as determined by the population reported
in the federal census in 2020, subject to adjustment by the Reapportionment Commission. In 2012,
Massachusetts did not reallocate prison inmates because the Massachusetts State Constitution
requires that the federal census “be the basis” for districts. 5 Similarly, the enabling statute of the
Reapportionment Commission specifies that the population of districts are “determined by the
population reported in the federal census in 2020.” Therefore, any reapportionment plan the
Reapportionment Commission submits to General Assembly must be based only on the “final 2020
census data provided by the United States Census Bureau” and the population of the districts must
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be “determined by the population reported in the federal census in 2020,” otherwise the
Reapportionment Commission has exceeded its statutory authority. 6
The ACLU and its allies also argue that the Reapportionment Commission can give
recommendations to the General Assembly on prison inmate reallocation because its enabling
statute refers to “its findings and recommendations.” This is inaccurate. The word
“recommendations” in Section 3(c) and Section 4 should be read consistently with “the purpose
and responsibility” of the Reapportionment Commission provided in Section 1(b) of the statute.
The recommendations the General Assembly has sought from the Reapportionment Commission
is recommended reapportionment legislation for state legislative and congressional districts. The
General Assembly did not request recommendations from the Reapportionment Commission
pertaining to any or all issues which affect or are affected by reapportionment such as the
reallocation of prison inmates and college students or the voter cap for precincts. 7 When the
General Assembly creates a study commission to making recommendations related to elections, it
can be rather specific as to the recommendations it is seeking.8 Nowhere in the its enabling
authority does the General Assembly state it wants the Reapportionment Commission’s advice on
the prison inmate reallocation.
Even if the Reapportionment Commission had the authority to recommend a reapportionment plan
that reallocated prison inmates, it should not do so. For years, the General Assembly has had the
opportunity to enact legislation to reallocate prison inmates for redistricting. It has decided not to
do adopt this policy.9 It would be rather illogical for a commission of legislative appointees to
recommend a plan for the General Assembly’s adoption which incorporates a policy that the
General Assembly refused to adopt just a few months earlier. The ACLU and its allies may be
attempting to pressure the General Assembly to reallocate prison inmates by having the
Reapportionment Commission take on the authority to recommend a plan which reallocates prison
inmates. The ACLU and its allies may hope that due to the time constraints associated with
creating a new reapportionment plan which actually follows the U.S. Census, the General
Assembly will simply give in and change its policy on how prison inmates are counted for
reapportionment. This is not the right way to change state policy. In nearly every state that has
changed its policy and decided to reallocated prison inmates for redistricting, the decision was
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made by the state legislature, not an appointed commission.10 In Pennsylvania, the policy of
reallocating prison inmates was made a commission. However, this does not appear to be going
smoothly. According to a news report, the Pennsylvania state legislature may ignore the
commission’s decision and instead follow the U.S. Census. 11
It is truly unfortunate that advocates for reallocating prison inmates claim that by following the
U.S. Census, Rhode Island is engaging in gerrymandering or a racist practice. 12 Facts should
matter. Adherence to the U.S. Census approach for counting prison inmates over the past century
was not done to favor a particular candidate or a political party. The U.S. First Circuit Court of
Appeals would never have ruled that the inclusion of prison inmates in Cranston’s ward
redistricting plan was constitutional if in fact it was a racist practice. Although in some other states
a form of malapportionment occurs when prison inmates make up about a majority of a district’s
population, this is not occurring in Rhode Island. In fact, the districts which include the prison
population have more active registered voters than other districts in this state. 13
Some of those alleging prison gerrymandering are only doing so for partisan advantage. It is
noticeable that advocates for reallocating prison inmates seemingly never mention the Wyatt
Detention Center in Central Falls. Furthermore, according to Kimball Brace, “the concept of
shifting the population of the prisons back to their original home … became popular among
Democratic party officials … the theory proposed was to bring more Democratic seats to Congress
and the state legislature if the population could be shifted back to where the prisoners originally
came from.”14
If this Reapportionment Commission decides to exceed its statutory authority, and proposes a plan
that reallocates prison inmates, which is ultimately approved by the General Assembly, you will
see little impact on Democratic urban representation in the General Assembly. There are simply
too few prison inmates to reallocate in Rhode Island to have much of an impact. However, you
may see litigation, efforts to reallocate or exclude other groups from the reapportionment, and
certainly acrimony between Cranston and other municipalities over who will pay the cost of
providing local services for prison inmates living in Cranston.
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